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Dear customer, 

 

Looking forward to the year 2020 seems so futuristic yet trends are already in place and 

we look both to the future and the past to conceive new designs.  To determine a new 

colour palette various themes are explored and therefore deliver the key for your early 

and individual colour concepts. 

Health and wellness finds a central place.  We all need a digital detox and  the neutral  

 colour pallet can create an urban oasis giving us spaces that offer quite respite amid the 

noise and intense lives we lead. 

Engineered finishes are bright and futuristic reflecting our hope and optimism for the  

future.  Reformed, composite and recycled materials  become a positive and designers are  

Including these incompact, colourful and modular living and work spaces.  Buzz words  

being BOLD, STRONG, INDIVIDUAL,  TACTILE, INVENTION , PLAYFUL. 

Rich colours will always be associated with the more luxurious side of life.  Plus fabrics and 

dark colours allows us to  indulge ourselves in these troubled times.  Year after year we  

return to this pallet and inhale the sense of comfort and nostalgia that it exudes. 

Colours that evoke memories of past times give us a sense of reassurance.  

Going green and living off grid have never been as important as they are now.  We need to 

reconnect with nature and work with nature rather than against it.  Nature after all is our 

Richest and most diverse palette. 





The colours in this  palette are heavily influence d by 

the colours found in nature and incorporate  

Pantone’s  enviornmental TPG formulation.  The 

earthy tones offer balance and ground the colours 

in their natural settings. 



Calm 

Minimal 

Oasis 







Rich materials and colours combine to offer 

A vision of  luxury and opulence. 

Sensuous curves and tactile finishes play a 

major role  in this colour palette. 



 

There  is an increasing demand for 

 something different and new.  Let’s 

embrace colours and fun in fashion.   

Inspired by 1980’s art style and colour  

palette, this trend is a reaction to  

minimal simple style—forget about 

“less is more”!! 




